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A self-adaptive full asynchronous bi-directional transmission channel for
network-on-chips�
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Abstract: To improve two shortcomings of conventional network-on-chips, i.e. low utilization rate in channels be-
tween routers and excessive interconnection lines, this paper proposes a full asynchronous self-adaptive bi-directional
transmission channel. It can utilize interconnection lines and register resources with high efficiency, and dynamically
detect the data transmission state between routers through a direction regulator, which controls the sequencer to au-
tomatically adjust the transmission direction of the bi-directional channel, so as to provide a flexible data transmis-
sion environment. Null convention logic units are used to make the circuit quasi-delay insensitive and highly robust.
The proposed bi-directional transmission channel is implemented based on SMIC 0.18 �m standard CMOS technol-
ogy. Post-layout simulation results demonstrate that this self-adaptive bi-directional channel has better performance
on throughput, transmission flexibility and channel bandwidth utilization compared to a conventional single direction
channel. Moreover, the proposed channel can save interconnection lines up to 30% and can provide twice the bandwidth
resources of a single direction transmission channel. The proposed channel can apply to an on-chip network which has
limited resources of registers and interconnection lines.
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1. Introduction

As semiconductor technology scales down, more IP cores
are being integrated onto a single chip to implement more com-
plicated system functions. But with the increasing working
speed and larger scale of on-chip systems, conventional sin-
gle clock operating mode faces a lot of challenges, such as
poor reusability of modules, power consumption increment of
the clock tree, large clock tree area, clock skew and EMI. Be-
cause of these problems, the complexity of designing very deep
submicron integrated circuits is greatly enhanced. So problems
caused by the clock have become crucial issues which need to
be solved first in ultra-large integrated circuits.

To reduce power consumption and increase communi-
cation performance, extensive research has been conducted
into network-on-chip (NoC)Œ1�4� systems. The NoC approach
particularly suits communication-dominant on-chip systems.
Asynchronous NoCs have been proposed to eliminate the
clock for global communicationŒ5; 6�, providing better power
efficiency and higher modularity compared to synchronous
NoCs. However, limitations on area and power consumption
in network-on-chips make the connection lines and channel re-
sources more precious. Traditional connections between NoC
routers comprise a pair of channels, one output channel and one
input channel. But in most cases, not all the routers have data
to send and receive. It is often observed that the output channel
may be flooded with out-going traffic while the input chan-
nel remains idleŒ7�, which greatly wastes the connection lines

and buffer resources. Thus, the performance of the channel is
lowered. To overcome these shortcomings, the proposed self-
adaptive full asynchronous bi-directional transmission channel
can resolve these problems. It can efficiently utilize connection
lines together with buffer resources, and provides better trans-
mission performance at the same time, which can meet the re-
quirements of network-on-chips with limited resources.

2. Network-on-chip and transmission channels

The operating mode of network-on-chips refers to the data
transmission mode in computer networks. Data can be trans-
mitted to the corresponding target module by route switching,
which substitutes the conventional data transmission mode in
bus-based architecture. So it has a high concurrent transmis-
sion capacity and expansibilityŒ8�. Owing to transmission data
in asynchronous on-chip networks are reached by handshake
signals other than the clock, so problems caused by the clock
can be eliminated, and modularity is also greatly enhancedŒ9�.
Although on-chip networks have various topologies, 2D mesh
topology has gained more consideration by designers due to its
simplicity, and Figure 1 shows its structure. An NoC mainly
consists of computational processing elements (PE), network
interfaces (NI), and routers. The latter two comprise the pri-
mary communication architecture. The network interface is
used to packetize data or unpack data. Only packetized data can
be sent to routers to traverse the NoC. The packet is forwarded
hop by hop on the network until it reaches the destination. For
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Fig. 1. Structure diagram of a 2D mesh network-on-chip.

Table 1. Dual-rail quasi delay-insensitive encoding.
D D0 D1
Data 0 1 0
Data 1 0 1
Null 0 0
Invalid 1 1

the destination router, the packet is first received and stored at
an input buffer, and sent into the PE after unpacking the packet.

Single rail operating mode is widely used in conven-
tional NoC design schemesŒ10�12�, because it is similar to syn-
chronous operating mode and can effectively reuse existing
synchronous units. But it also has unavoidable shortcomings.
For example, extra circuits are needed to generate control sig-
nals, and delay-matching is needed to exert an influence on
the control path. Furthermore, static timing analysis is required
to perform to the whole system, and inappropriate design in
control circuit can make the whole circuits go into an un-
known state and produce errors. Additionally, as the charac-
teristic size of integrated circuits shrinks and system working
speed increases, designers will face more challenges in han-
dling glitches and circuit errors. Also, particles, cross-talk and
noise make the on-chip interconnections likely to show soft-
errors.

Therefore, it is necessary to adopt a kind of highly robust
encoding scheme to diminish or avoid the errors above. Here,
dual-rail quasi delay-insensitive encoding is usedŒ13�; the spe-
cific encoding scheme is shown in Table 1. Each bit data is
represented by two lines. “01” represents logic 0, while “10”
represents logic 1. “00” state is a null state, and this state is
needed to separate two data cycles. That is, each data trans-
mission must go through a null state before getting into the
next transmission cycle. In dual-rail operating mode, data also
represent request signals, so the design of control circuits can
be avoided. Furthermore, dual-rail operating mode employs a
flow control mode named “back pressure”Œ14�, so its normal
working is not susceptible to delay variations. These advan-
tages have made it very popular with asynchronous designers
recentlyŒ15�.

Single direction transmission channels are widely used in

Fig. 2. Conventional transmission channels in a 2D-mesh network-on-
chip.

modern 2D mesh network-on-chips to transmit dataŒ16–18�. A
pair of transmission channels is used between two adjacent
routers. One is used to input data, while the other is used to
output data, as shown in Fig. 2.

To improve the channel bandwidth utilization rate, this pa-
per proposes a self-adaptive bi-directional transmission chan-
nel. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no previous
reports of full asynchronous dual-rail bi-directional channels.
The bi-directional transmission channel can provide four trans-
mission modes. They are single channel forward transmission,
single channel backward transmission, dual channel forward
transmission and dual channel backward transmission respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 3. The working state is controlled by
an empty/full detection circuit and steering circuit. The free
channel can dynamically change its direction to help the other
channel transmit data, thus the throughput is improved. If both
of the routers have data to send, then one channel is allocated
to one router, and this circumstance is just the same as in single
channel transmission mode; if one router completes its trans-
mission, then the channel can change its direction immediately
to help the other channel to transmit data. Each channel in our
paper can transmit data in both directions, so it has high flexi-
bility and is suitable for various communication flow types.

Comparisons between the working mode and working time
are given for the single direction and bi-directional channels,
as shown in Fig. 4. Tsingle and Tdouble represent the transmis-
sion time of the two channels respectively. Owing to parallel
transmission mode in the bi-directional channel, the transmis-
sion time used is much less than that for the single direction
channel. This can be very effective in improving blocking and
congestion problems caused by on-chip burst mode data trans-
mission.

3. Implementation and analysis of the bi-
directional transmission channel

The design of the bi-directional transmission channel needs
to meet three major targets. Firstly, data must be sampled
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Fig. 3. Four kinds of transmission mode in the proposed bi-directional transmission channel.
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of runtime for the two transmission channels.

safely, and this is the foundation of correct operations of the
circuit. Secondly, the empty/full state must be detected. If the
empty/full state is improperly detected, data overlapping is
likely to occur and cause errors. Thirdly, conflicts between
steering signals must be avoided. Once a conflict occurs, data
in channels will transmit at both directions and cause errors.
Figure 5 is the specific implementation of the proposed bi-
directional transmission channel; the whole circuit adopts dual-
rail quasi-delay insensitive encoding to improve the robustness
and immunity of the technology process.

The circuit in Fig. 5 can be divided into four parts. They are
the input/output register queue of the routers, data distribution,
data merge and bi-directional transmission channels. Control
circuits are not shown in Fig. 5. The white transmission path
is the forward transmission channel of router A, while the gray
transmission path is the forward transmission channel of router
B. The arrow in the channel represents the data flow. The thin
arrow represents the data flow of router A, while the thick ar-
row represents the data flow of router B. It can be seen that the
transmission paths of routers A and B are also connected to the
receiver port, and input/output signals are selected through null
convention logic DEMUX and MUX at sender and receiver.
Sxy (x D 1–4, y D 1, 2) are the control signals of DEMUX
andMUX, and they control data sending to either channel. The
“control” signal is generated by a null convention logic se-
quencer, and its function is to enable the selection signals of

MUX and DEMUX in a round-robin manner. Certainly, some
modifications are needed to the sender and receiver sequencers
before they can meet the requirements of single direction or bi-
directional transmission. The sender sequencer is controlled by
request signals (reqA or reqB) and steering signals (Eni i and
Enxy) as well as the “control” signal. A request signal is gener-
ated by the last register of the router’s output queue, and a high
request signal represents that output data are ready to transmit.
Eni i and Enxy are steering signals; they control the working
rhythms and transmission directions of thewhole circuits. En11
represents the forward transmission enabling signal of router
A; En12 represents the backward transmission (thin arrow in
gray path) enabling signal of router B; En22 represents the for-
ward transmission enabling signal of router B; En21 represents
the backward transmission (thick arrow in white path) enabling
signal of router A. Signals En11 and En21must bemutually ex-
clusive, as well as En22 and En12. Only in this way can the uni-
directivity of the null convention logic registers be guaranteed,
thus the channel can transmit in one direction in a period of
time. The control signal is the “AND” of write signals of router
A and router B. That is, the control signal rises only when two
routers want to send data simultaneously, and this will make the
router stop sending data into backward channels. In compari-
son, the receiver sequencer is only controlled by steering sig-
nals and acknowledgement signals of the router’s input register
queue. Steering signals also control the receiver sequencer to
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Fig. 5. Specific implementation of the proposed bi-directional transmission channel.

Fig. 6. Working procedure of a self-adaptive bi-directional transmission channel.

receive data from the corresponding channel. If the router has
successfully received the data, it sends back an acknowledge-
ment signal, which tells the MUX and sequencer to be ready to
transmit the next piece of data.

Figure 6 shows the working procedure of the self-adaptive
bi-directional transmission channel. The black point in the
router indicates that the router has data to send; the white chan-
nel shows that the channel has no data; the gray channel rep-
resents the out-going data of router A; the dark gray channel
represents the out-going data of router B. Arrows beside the

channel show the direction of the channel, and the figure rep-
resents the sequence of data. Figure 6(a) shows that only router
A has data to send, so both channels are used to transmit data
in parallel mode. As can be seen from the diagram, data are
sent to both channels in a round-robin manner, and router B
needs to receive data between two channels alternately, so as
to guarantee the sequence of the data. If router B now wants to
send data, the “control” signal will go high, and router A stops
sending data into channel 2, as shown in Fig. 6(b). We should
note that channel 2 needs to keep the direction unchanged un-
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Fig. 7. Conventional dual-rail delay-insensitive asynchronous register.

til the data in channel 2 are all successfully received by router
B, as shown in Fig. 6(c). The reason for doing so is to prevent
router B sending data to channel 2 before the data in channel 2
are entirely received by router B. Otherwise, it may cause er-
rors induced by data overlap. After router B has received the
data, channel 2 begins to change its direction. At the same time,
router B begins to send data, while router A begins to receive
data, as shown in Fig. 6(d). Channel 2 needs to keep its direc-
tion unchanged until router B has completed sending the data,
and router A will continue receiving the remaining data from
router B until channel 2 is empty, as shown in Fig. 6(e). Now,
if router A still has data to send, then channel 2 will change
its direction to A ! B, as shown in Fig. 6(f). Router A can
keep on sending data to channel 2, and both of the channels
go to the state of Fig. 6(a) again to proceed with dual channel
transmission mode.

Figure 7 is the implementation of a conventional dual-rail
delay-insensitive asynchronous register with data storage and
completion detection. The Ackin signal indicates that the next
stage has completed data storage, and asks the present stage
for the next data, while the Ackout signal indicates that the
present stage has completed data storage, and asks the previous
stage for the next data. The Ackout signal is generated by the
completion detection circuit of register outputs Aout0, Aout1,
Bout0 and Bout1. The acknowledgement signal can not only
control the normal working order of the register, but also can
implement flow control through “back pressure”. This kind of
register can only transmit in one direction, and 2nC1 lines are
needed when transmitting n bits data.

Figure 8 is the proposed dual-rail delay-insensitive bi-
directional asynchronous register. Null convention logic
threshold gates with enable ports are used here, and the trans-
mission direction is controlled by the enable signal. When En1
is high, the upper two threshold gates begin to work, and the
data flow is from A to B. When En2 is high, the lower two
threshold gates begin to work, and the data flow is from B to
A. To guarantee that the data transmitted are correct, threshold

Fig. 8. Proposed dual-rail delay-insensitive bi-directional asyn-
chronous register.

Fig. 9. Implementation of the sender sequencer.

gates in different directions cannot work simultaneously. That
is, En1 and En2 cannot go high at the same time.

Figure 9 is the specific circuit of the sender sequencer. The
sequencer has two functions according to control signals. Here
we take the sender sequencer of router A as an example. The
first case is dual channel transmission mode. The “control” sig-
nal is low, while En11 and En12 signals are high. The output of
the three input AND gate in the dashed frame is low, so the “re-
set” signal can propagate through the #1 OR gate, and now the
sequencer selects the output through the input times of Ki. Ki is
controlled by the En11 and req signals, and Ki is allowed to go
high only when both En11 and req are high. The last input can
be preserved in the circuit due to the hysteresis of threshold
gates until Ki changes, which makes s1 and s2 become high
alternately. s1 goes high when Ki becomes high for the first
time, while s1 and s2 go low after Ki becomes low. When Ki
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Fig. 10. Implementation of the receiver sequencer.

becomes high for the second time, s2 goes high, which indi-
cates the sending of data to channel 2. The second case is sin-
gle channel transmission mode. The “control” signal begins to
go high; En11 is high and En12 is low. So the outputs of the #2
and #3 OR2 gates are both high, and s2 goes low due to En12
being low. Now the output of the #1 OR gate will be totally
decided by the Ki signal. When Ki is high, s1 goes high nor-
mally; when Ki goes low, the #1 OR gate will go high, and this
will make the #1 and #2 threshold gates reset. This indicates
that the following data can only be sent into channel 1, and the
channel begins to carry out single channel transmission mode.
The sender sequencer of router B is just the same as the circuit
in Fig. 9, and the only difference is the change of En11 and
En12 into En22 and En21.

Figure 10 is the specific implementation of the receiver se-
quencer. Here we take the sender sequencer of router A as an
example. Also, the sequencer has two functions. Firstly, the
Ki signal is controlled by En11 and the acknowledgement sig-
nal of MUX. That is, Ki can go high only when the forward
transmission channel is open and the in-going registers of the
router have free spaces. In dual channel transmission mode,
both En11 and En12 are high, and the output of the #1 AND
gate is low, so the “reset” signal can get to the enable port of
the threshold gates. The “reset” signal is only triggered after
s2 is enabled as well as Ki being low. This guarantees that the
whole circuit reverts to its original state only after s1 and s2
are triggered. Secondly, in single channel transmission mode,
En11 is high and En12 is low. So when Ki is low, the output
of the #1 AND gate in the dashed frame goes high. This will
cause the upper two threshold gates to be reset, that is, s2 will
not be triggered in the next period. The receiver sequencer of
router B is just the same as the circuit in Fig.10, and the only
difference is the change of En11 and En12 into En22 and En21.

Figure 11 is the steering signal generation circuit, and it
controls the proper work of the sequencer and bi-directional
registers. Here we take the steering signal generation circuit
of channel 1 as an example. It can be found that the circuit
includes three parts. They are the forward transmission regu-
lator, backward transmission regulator and output module of

3
en11reqA

En11

Ack-Rev1
en21

MUTEX

En11

En21Ack-Rev2
Ack-Rev3
Ack-Rev4

Backward transmission regulator

3

reqB

Ack1
Ack2 
Ack3 
Ack4 

+

control

Forward transmission regulator

Output of steering signal

Fig. 11. Steering signal generation circuit.

steering signals. Asymmetric threshold gates and mutually ex-
clusive units are used here. Ack1, Ack2, Ack3 andAck4 are the
forward acknowledgement signals of the registers, while Ack-
Rev 1, Ack-Rev 2, Ack-Rev 3 and Ack-Rev 4 are the back-
ward acknowledgement signals of the registers. When they are
all high, it means there are no data in the channels. If at least
one of the acknowledgement signals is low, it can be regarded
as meaning data are still in the channel. A rise in reqA causes
en11 to go high, but en11 may not output immediately. It de-
pends on whether backward data transmission is still in pro-
cess. en11 will wait at the input of MUTEX until en21 turns
low. The advantage of this method is obvious, because it can
avoid data overlapping. Likewise, the backward transmission
regulator goes high only after reqB and control signals are both
received, and en21 can go through MUTEX once en11 goes
low. We should note that going low in en21 and en11 is re-
stricted by the full/empty state of the channel, that is, directions
are allowed to change only when data in the channels are suc-
cessfully received by the corresponding router. This guarantees
that data can be received intact. The direction generation circuit
of channel 2 is just the same as Fig. 11, and the only difference
is the exchange of the signals to channel 2.

4. Simulation results and analysis

All the self-adaptive bi-directional channel circuits are im-
plemented using SMIC 0.18 �m CMOS standard technology.
Simulations on dual channel transmissionmode, single channel
transmission mode and conversion mode were made respec-
tively. Figure 12 shows part of the SPICE simulation wave-
form.

As can be seen from Fig.12(a), only router A is sending
data, so the control signal is low, while En11 and En12 signals
are high, which indicates that both channels are sending data
to router B. S11 and S12 are the control signals of sender DE-
MUX; S21 and S22 are the control signals of receiver MUX.
Each time data comes, the reqA signal rises. S11 and S12 sig-
nals go high alternately, sending data into channel 1 and chan-
nel 2. Likewise, S21 and S22 in the receiver also go high al-
ternately, which controls the MUX to take data from channel 1
and channel 2. In the single channel transmission waveform of
Fig. 12(b), sender A and sender B both have data to send, so the
“control”, En11 and En22 signals are all high, while the En21
and En12 signals are low. That is, the direction of channel 1 is
A!B; the direction of channel 2 is B!A. S11, S21, S31 and
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Fig. 12. Simulation waveform of the self-adaptive bi-directional trans-
mission channel.

Fig. 13. Layout of the proposed bi-directional transmission channel.

Table 2. Splitting and steering delay of the self-adaptive bi-directional
channel under different technology corners (27 ıC, 1.8 V, pre-layout).

tt ss ff
Splitting delay of the input (ps) 688.6 723.05 576.9
Splitting delay of the output
(ps)

230.7 285 184

Steering delay (initial) (ps) 616.4 721.48 523.1
Steering delay (working) (ps) 171.08 209.9 133.2

Table 3. Splitting and steering delay of the self-adaptive bi-directional
channel under different technology corners (27 ıC, 1.8 V, post-layout).

tt ss ff
Splitting delay of the input (ps) 933.57 1120 777.1
Splitting delay of the output
(ps)

326.76 401.48 265.5

Steering delay (initial) (ps) 801.94 954.51 678.46
Steering delay (working) (ps) 196.91 244.11 156.1

S41 are the first signals of MUX and DEMUX in Fig. 5 respec-
tively. It can be found that S11 and S41 go high with a rise in
reqA and reqB. This means that data from router A and router B
are loaded into channel 1 and channel 2 respectively. At the re-
ceiver, S21 and S31 also go high, which indicates that data are
taken out of channel 1 and channel 2. In the conversion wave-
form of Fig. 12(c), the first half of the waveform shows that
router A is sending data in dual channel transmission mode. In
the latter half of the waveform, router B wants to send data,
so the channel has to experience a conversion process. It can
be found that En11 and En12 are all high before conversion.
That means that the two channels are both occupied by router
A. When router B wants to send data, the “control” signal goes
high. En12 goes low subsequently, that is, router A is no longer
sending data into channel 2. In the meantime, En22 goes high
if channel 2 becomes empty, and router B begins to occupy
channel 2. After this, the operating mode is just the same as
Fig. 12(b). By now, the conversion is over.

A full-custom layout is implemented using SMIC 0.18 �m
1P6M technology, as shown in Fig. 13. The circuit has suc-
cessfully passed the post-layout simulation and the area of the
layout is 69435.14 �m2.

To test the performance under different technology condi-
tions and the sensitivity to PVT variations, pre-layout simula-
tions and post-layout simulations were done on three technol-
ogy corners (tt, ss, and ff) at a temperature of 27 ıC. The results
are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

The circuit can work properly after layout and shows a
preferable performance. This indicates that the results of the
post-layout simulation are in accordance with the pre-layout
simulation. The splitting delay of the input represents the de-
lay from the router to the first channel unit, while the splitting
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Fig. 14.Maximum supported speed versus receiver working speed (10
stages).

delay of the output represents the delay from the last channel
unit to the router. The initial steering delay is the time needed
from the initial state to the working state of channel units, and
the working steering delay is the time needed for channel units
to change from one direction to the other direction. The reason
why working steering delay is smaller than initial steering de-
lay is that steering signals only have to pass MUTEX to output
in the proper working state. The delays of post-layout simu-
lation are about 20%–30% higher than pre-layout simulation,
which are in normal ranges. It can be seen that the circuit can
work properly with a preferable performance under variations
of technology conditions. Variations of technology conditions
have little impact on the circuit, that is, the circuit has a better
robustness.

Here we also compare the maximum supported sender
working speed versus receiver working speed of the two chan-
nels. When the receiver speed is low, the single channel of-
ten becomes “full”. This is because the buffer space of the
conventional single transmission channel is smaller, and this
causes the speed of sender to be much lower. In contrast, the
bi-directional transmission channel has more channel buffers,
so it can accommodate more data and can support transmission
at a larger rate. It can be found that there is an intersection be-
tween two lines at about 450 MHz, which indicates that data in
the channel can be received more quickly with the increment
of receiver working speed. In the latter half part of Fig. 14, the
increment of sender output speed of the bi-directional trans-
mission channel is significantly weakened. The reason for this
phenomenon is that with increasing receiver speed, the incre-
ment speed of the sender is not only limited by the buffer size of
the channel. The splitting delay at the entrance of the dual chan-
nel makes it difficult for the sender speed to increase any more,
thus the output speed stays at a certain value. But in practical
applications, this transmission speed can meet most require-
ments. Moreover, the bigger buffer space in the bi-directional
transmission channel can provide a stable and continuous data
flow to the receiver router.

Figure 15 shows the relationship between channel band-
width utilization and injection speed. Here we define the chan-
nel bandwidth utilization ratio as:

Ubandwidth D
used channelunits

time � total channelunits
:

Fig. 15. Channel bandwidth utilization ratio versus injection speed (10
stages).

Fig. 16. Area comparison between the two channels.

As can be seen, the bandwidth utilization ratios of the two
channels rise with the increment of injection rate, and the band-
width utilization ratio of the bi-directional transmission chan-
nel grows much faster. This indicates that the bi-directional
transmission channel can maximize the utilization of channel
and connection lines resources, and has a better utilization of
limited on-chip resources. In contrast, the conventional trans-
mission channel can only transmit in one direction, so only one
transmission channel is used, yet the other channel is still in an
idle state. This greatly wastes on-chip asynchronous registers
and interconnection line resources. Furthermore, a small buffer
space can very easily cause congestion at the sender router. So
the bi-directional transmission channel has great advantages in
saving on-chip resources.

The areas of the two channels are compared under the same
buffer stages, and the number of gates is used to reflect the
area. The results are shown in Fig. 16. We find that the bi-
directional transmission channel uses about twice the number
of gates compared to the single direction channel. This is due
to the use of extra circuits implementing full/empty detection
and steering. But the bi-directional transmission channel is not
necessarily used in every transmission channel, and it is mainly
used at paths which are single-direction-traffic dominant, so
the increment in area has little influence on the whole system.
Compared to the improvement of throughput and channel uti-
lization, sacrificing area is acceptable.
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Table 4. Comparison between single direction and bi-directional trans-
mission channels.

Si-direction Œ19� Bi-direction
Ninterconnect 2n + 1 n + 2
Waverage (four stages) 1.164 mW @

333 MHz
2.68 mW @
333 MHz

Asyn-register available n 2n

Channel direction n-in n-out 2n-inout
Dforward 97.26 ps 110.32 ps

Finally, comparisons between the conventional single di-
rection transmission channel and the bi-directional transmis-
sion channel were made, as shown in Table 4. Here we com-
pare the average number of interconnection lines (Ninterconnect/,
the average power consumption (Waverage/, the number of asyn-
chronous register available, the channel directions and the for-
ward delay of the channel unit (Dforward/ of the two chan-
nels. It can be seen that the bi-directional transmission channel
is slightly inferior to the single direction transmission chan-
nel in average power consumption and forward delay of the
channel unit. But the bi-directional transmission channel is
far superior to the single direction transmission channel in
number of interconnection lines and registers; in other words,
it can greatly reuse interconnection lines and registers be-
tween routers. Moreover, the channels are more flexible in bi-
directional transmission channels, and can have four kinds of
transmission modes. By contrast, the single direction transmis-
sion channel can only realize one of them, so the flexibility and
adaptability are very poor, and it cannot effectively use the in-
terconnect lines as well as register resources.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a solution to improve the low utiliza-
tion rate of transmission channels and the large number of in-
terconnection lines between routers in conventional network-
on-chips. The new bi-directional transmission channel unit can
change its direction according to the state of adjacent routers,
thus bi-directional transmissionmode can be realized. An asyn-
chronous design scheme guarantees the portability and mod-
ularity of the circuits, while quasi delay-insensitive encoding
gives the circuit excellent robustness and technology adapt-
ability. Post-layout simulation results have shown that the self-
adaptive bi-directional transmission channel is superior to the
conventional single direction transmission channel in band-
width utilization, number of interconnection lines, utilization
rate of register resources and channel direction flexibility. It is
hoped that this paper can make a valuable contribution to the
area of network-on-chips.
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